
Swrmary of Becv.mcxpohais' Play - The Marriage of Figaro

Figaro, steward at the castle of Aguas Frescas, has borrowed ten thousand
francs from Marceline, housekeeper of the same castle, and has given her a note
promising to repay the money at a certain time or to marry her if he should
default. Meanwhile, very much in love with Suzanne, Countess Almaviva's
young chambermaid, he prepares to marry her; for the Count, himself enamored
of young Suzanne, has favored this marriage in the hope that a dowry he has
promi.sed to give her would enable him to obtitin from her in secret her yielding
to the droit du seigneur, a right that he had renounced for the benefit of bis
servants when he was married. This little domestic intrigue is conducted on
behalf of the Count by the rather unscrupulous Basile, music-master of the castle.
But the young ami virtuous Suzanne believes herself obliged to apprise her
mistress and her betrothed of the Count's gallant intentions, and the Countess,
Suzanne, and Figaro band together to foil the plans of the lord of the manor.
A small page, beloved by everyone at the castle but mischievous and overheated,
like all precocious lads of thirteen or fourteen, slips saucily away from his master
and by his liveliness and perpetual thoughtlessness more than once involuntarily
places obstacles in the way of the Count's progress, at the same time getting
himself into hot water, which leads to some very effective incidents in the piece
. . . The Count, finally perceiving that he is being made the victim, but unable
to imagine how it is being done, resolves upon vengeance by favoring Marceline's
claims. Thus, desperate because he cannot make the young woman his mistress,
he tries to marry the old one to Figaro, who is distressed by all this. But at the
moment when Almaviva believes himself avenged, when, as first magistrate of
Andalusia, he condemns Figaro to marry Marceline that day or pay the ten thou
sand francs—which Figaro cannot possibly do—, it is revealed that Nfarceline
is Figaro's unknown mother. This ruins all of the Count's plans and he cannot
flatter himself that he is either fortunate or avenged. During this time, the
Countess, who has not given up the hope of winning back her unfaithful spouse
by catching him at fault, has arranged with Suzanne that the latter pretend to
grant the Count a rendezvous at last in the garden, and that the wife appear there
in place of the mistress. But an unforeseen incident apprises Figaro of the rendez
vous granted by his fiancee. Furious because he believes himself deceived, he
hides at the appointed spot, in order to surprise the Count with Suzanne. While
he is still raging, he is himself pleasantly surprised to discover that the whole
affair is only a game between the Countess and her chambermaid for the purpose
of fooling the Count; he finally joins in the game good-humoredly; Almaviva,
convicted of unfaithfulness by his wife, throws himself at her feet, begs her for
giveness, which she laughingly grants him, and Figaro marries Suzanne.
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